INVERSE TRUTH
The Western Main Stream Media now appears to be in its death throes.
Having lost the UK Referendum & the Corbyn Labour Leadership contest its power to deliver has
failed.
It has spent billions of dollars & pounds trying to influence the UK/US/EU populations with
disinformation & downright lies. It used to be called a balanced perspective, an objective point of
view but now we are bullied day to day with poisoned political news & warped advertising.
During Brexit we were faced with the unedifying sight of politicians creating fear with numerous
lies by both antagonists. And Nigel Farage, Donald Trump & Jeremy Corbyn, political outsiders,
were faced with a continuous barrage, a media onslaught of negativity.
Far from being partisan they no longer hold any affiliation or allegiance to the human race as their
insanity pushes the agenda onwards towards World War 3.
Their Elite push for more & more. A civil war in the USA/UK & Europe, a war with Russia in
Ukraine & Syria. The paid support of Black Lives Matter attacks & riots & ISIS false flag attacks
on the populations.
This criminal elite & their media are asset stripping their own nations, their own central banks,
their own economy for their own power & greed & yet, still the Main Stream media edits out all
their crimes. All their mass murders, their paedophile attacks, their exploding passenger planes,
their murders of witnesses to their crimes & their world wide network of blackmail & bribery.
LONDON MEDIA LIARS
Disinformation & propaganda are crimes against humanity. The media seem to think
disinformation is a game with no consequences, they should be prosecuted in The Hague for
supporting mass murderers, terrorist bankers & the corrupt administrations.
Syria.
They have turned world war, terrorism & mass murder into a game of profit. Profit for the
Military/Industrial Complex, profit for the arms dealers & their political salesmen.
At the United Nations we don’t expect to see our UK/US International Diplomats engaging in
pathetic school boy lies when the UK/US are on the brink of World War Three.
The lies are getting bigger & bigger. In the Main Stream Media News we are now facing a new
insidious trick from the media manipulators; Inverse Truth.
INVERSE TRUTH.
The main stream media news is now putting out war propaganda blaming Russia for creating the
destruction in Syria, the opposite of the truth.
This is the same Syria that Obama lined up his aircraft carriers against five years ago.
And unfortunately we all remember those days when David Cameron stood up in Parliament &
suggested that the Muslims in the UK should go to Syria & attack the Assad regime. And how the
UK/US supported ISIS with arms & technical support. And the vote in parliament to send the RAF
to bomb ISIS, which turned out to be a lie because the first thing they did was an act of war
against the Syrian State, as air support for ISIS in an attack on Assad’s forces nearly starting
WW3 right there & then.
And the recent attacks on civilians in Aleppo, the UN convoy & Assad’s soldiers were all by
NATO aligned mercenaries. The Western media edits out all of the Western involvement in the
last five years of Syrian war & makes all of our crimes, Russian.
And now we have the refugee influx from Turkey & Syria. Actually a planned attack on our
societies by this New World Order, to engulf us in Civil War,
To divert us away from thinking about their crimes against humanity.
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